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Abstract 

For many problem-solving tasks, it is imporｭ
tant not only to produce solutions, but also 
to be able to explain them. In this paper, we 
describe how we 釘e addressing ぬis question 
within the framework of our computer gameｭ
playing research. 

We build on the computer Bridge system FIｭ
NESSE, which finds optimal lines of play for 
single且suit Bridge problems. To explain FIｭ
NESSE's strategies, we developed an approach 
based on three distinct steps. First, we idenｭ
tify from a strategy the possible sequences of 
MAX plays that needs ωbe explained. Second, 
we remove from consideration move sequences 
or game situations that would be considered 
too simple もo explain to human players. Third, 
we produce natural English text with the aid 
of both game-general and game叩ecific patｭ
terns and idioms that can explain each MAX 
and MIN move. We explain each of these 出ree
steps, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
overall approach by comparing au色omatically
generated explanations against those found in 
an expert Bridge もext.

1 Introduction 

“Tell me more..." is the familiar refrain of the ELIZA 
program. But with most computer programs the role 
is typically reversed: it is the user that wants more inｭ
formation from ぬe compuもer. In the case of computer 
games, this problem c組 be overlooked. 
How can we add the automatic generation of explaｭ

nations to games? In this paper, we discuss our preｭ
liminary experiences with this question in the game of 
Bridge. Specifically, we describe our progress in auｭ
tomating the English explanation of computer-generated 
Bridge strategies. We detail our solution to this problem, 
叩d show that the quality of the resulting explanations 
is well on the way to being comparable to that found in 
expert texts. 
The strategies we attempt to explain are generated 

by the Bridge system, FINESSE [Frank, 1996]. This 
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system uses specialised search techniques [Frank and 
Basin, 1998a] もo identify optimal strategiωfor singleｭ
suit Bridge problems. FINESSE'S 5もrategies むe in the 
form of (possibly large) game trees that contain ぬe feaｭ
sible moves when a given single-suit problem is played 
to completion. FINESSE automatically identifies ぬeop
timal moves for one player (MAX) at each node of these 
trees. Such a specification of optimal moves is effectively 
equivalent to a strategy. 

To succinctly explain a given strategy, we developed 
an approach with three distinct steps. The first of these 
steps is to identify from a strategy the possible sequences 
of MAX plays that needs to be explained. The second 
is to remove from consideration move sequences or g釦ne
situations that would be considered too simple to explain 
to human players. Then, the third is to order the explaｭ
nation and to produce natural English text with the aid 
of (game-general and game叩ecific) patterns and idioms. 

The effectiveness of our explanations is to some exｭ
tent a result of the high-level formalisation of 'tactics' 
employed by the FINESSE system. These tactics reduce 
the number of possible typωof play in a single suit to 
seven distinct m卸oeuvres suchωplaying winners and 
finessing missing cards. Since FINESSE'S game trees 釘e
constructed of tactics rather than simple card plays, part 
of the work of explanation is already done. 

We should note that our origin叫 motivation for this 
tactic-based approach c創ne from automated theorem 
proving. As in Bridge, high-level tactics are useful in 
theorem-proving because they prune ぬe search space 
卸d also enable users もo communicate with a planner 
in terms that are more meaningful. In theorem-proving, 
Al組Robinson has coined the following slogan to capｭ
ture the requirement that a convincing proof should be 
understandable: 

Proof = Gv.arantee + Explanation. 

When FINESSE'S explanation capability is completed, 
iも will be capable of producing ‘proofs' of optimal strateｭ
gies in this general sense. It will also ゚atisfy the criteri~ 
for the solving of (part of) a g細e [Allis et al. , 1991]. 
That is, in addition to producing optimal play, it will 
also be capable of explaining its actions. 



ing FINESSE; in the example above, the finesse of 
the Queen was a Type 1 finesse); Player is the deｭ
fender being finessed; Card and Sui t specify the 
finesse card. 

5. cash(Card , Suit) - represents a trick on which 
declarer plays the card specified by Card and Sui t 
from one hand, and plays a low card (or throws away 
a card from another suit) in the other. 

6. duck(Suit) - represents a trick on which declarer 
plays low from both his hands. 

7. sequence(Card , Suit) - represents a trick on 
which declarer plays the card specified by Card and 
Sui t (which must come from a sequence of length 2 
or more) from one hand, and plays low (or throws 
away a card from ano七her suit) in the other. 

FINESSE'S tactics do not specify complete lines of play 
to be followed for 叩.y particular card combination, but 
only continuations for the next trick. Lines of play are 
built up by a search algorithm that constructs a tree of 
tactics resembling a minimax tree. To build this tree, 
FINESSE must be able to determine the tactics that are 
applicable in any state. This is achieved by specifying 
the minimal applicability preconditions for each tactic 
with a set of Prolog clauses of the form: 

applicable(State , Tactic) :-PreConds. 

To form a game tree，加 applicable(+State ，
ーTac七ic) goal is used to find a Tactic applicable to 
the current State. The possible responses by the deｭ
fence are then generated, and the post-conditions are 
determined. This process is continued recursively for the 
resulting statωuntil branches for each applicable tactic 
have been generated. In general，七here will be more than 
one tactic applicable to a particular state, and the deｭ
fenders may also m必ce a number of different responses, 
leading to もrees of the structure illustrated in Figure 1. 
In this tree, the North and 80uth cards are shown at 

2 FINESSE'S Game Trees 
For a detai!ed description of Bridge, readers are referred 
to one of the excellent books on the subject (e.g, [Goren, 
1986]). Here, we can give some idea of the type of game 
trees produced by FINESSE with the aid of an example. 
Consider the following situation: 
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Figure 1: An example game tree 
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When presenting single-suit problems such as this, it is 
∞nventionally assumed that 80uth is the declarer. This 
means that 8叩th's partner, North, is the dummy and 
must place his cards ∞ the table for allωsee. The 
division of the remaining cards in the sui七 between East 
and West is unknown, and the task is to speciか the
optimal way for 80uth to play the cards from both his 
own and hand and from North's. Typically, the 伊叫 is
to win a certain number of tricks, or rounds of play. 
For the simple 位ample above, declarer can win ∞e 

αrtain trick (assuming there is no trump suit) by playｭ
ing the Ace. However, if this 阻rd is played immediately, 
the only chanc泡 of making two tricks is if one of the d• 
fenders holds the singleton King, so that it falls when 
もhe Ace is played. 80, this play of cashing the Ace sucｭ
ce吋s in winning two tricks in only two of the pω凱ble
210 distributions of the outstanding cards. 
A better return is offered by playing the two from 

the 80uth hand. By covering whatever card West plays, 
declar哩r can expect 七o win two tricks whenever West 
holds the King - a 50/50 ch加ce. This line of play is 
based on the elementary principle of card play that the 
best results can be obtained by forcing an opponent to 
play ahead of you. It is a typical example of a very 
standard m創loeuv問 called a fine釘e.
When planning a hand, human players will make use 

of their knowledge of commonly occurring pat旬rns like 
the finesseωavoid having to consider all the possible 
combinations of plays of single cards. FINESSE attempts 
ω 問pli印te this capability by restricting declar町、 op圃
tions at each stage of the play to a pre-determined set of 
such manoeuvres, or tactics. 
The current version of FINESSE has seven tactiω 

which it represents using the following Prolog predicates: 

1 -4. finesse(Type , Player , Card , Suit) - Type 
repr官sents the type of finesse being used (four diι 
ferent types of finesse w噌re identified when design-

lTo produce these tactics, we gener叫ised from examples 
of card play we found in Bridge books. What is perhaps 
surprising is that just 民ven tactiωWぽe a11 that was needed. 
Although the tactics represent knowledge that human players 
usually learn through experience, we 紅e not aware of any 
Bridge text that explicitly presents the 陀quired knowledge 
in such a ∞mpact and manageable way. 



each non-terminal MAX node, and the MIN nodes are 
represented by circles. The labels C1 to C7 denote MIN's 
possible responses to MAX's first tactic as shown in Figｭ
ure 2 (‘discard' refers to playing a card from a different 
suit - allowed when the defender holds no cards in the 
suit that starts the trick). After the first trick, MAX has 
only one remaining card. If this can be cashed a further 
branch is generated. 

11 Label 11 West's card 1 East's card 11 

C1 King discard 
C2 low discard 
C3 discard King 
C4 low King 
C5 discard low 
C6 King low 
C7 low low 

Figure 2: Key for Figure 1 

To choose between multiple branches at MAX nodes, 
FINESSE employs search techniques that model the deｭ
pendencies between MAX nodes in the tree [Frank and 
Basin, 1998a]. Using these algorithms, FINESSE c抑制
tomatically identify the best moves for MAX at each 
node of a tree with respect to a goal that can be a) winｭ
ning the maximum possible number of tricks, b) winning 
a specified number of tricks, or c) producing the maxiｭ
mum expected return. In the ex釘nple of Figure 1, all of 
these metrics result in the same choice of strategy: select 
the finesse branch at the root of the tree. 
FINESSE also calculates further information about a 

strategy, such as its chance of success and the actual 
distributions for which it succeeds. For the purposes of 
this paper, however, we assume that the input to our 
explanation generation mechanism is in the form of a 
tree of tactics with the best choices at each MAX node 
marked as selected. 

3 Collapsing Game Trees 

The first step in explaining a game tree is to extract 
the branches that form part of the optimal strategy. We 
achieve this by collapsing the input gωne tree into a tree 
whose paths are a subset of the original. 
The aim of this collapsing stage is to reduce the size of 

the tree that has to be explained. The obvious paths to 
exclude are those in which any of the MAX branches are 
not selected. However, we can make one further refineｭ
ment. We noted above that the criterion for selecting the 
best branch at each MAX node c叩 be a) winning the 
maximum possible number of tricks, b) winning a speciｭ
fied number of tricks, or c) producing the maximum exｭ
pected return. Consider the first of these, and note that 
some pathsin a tree - despite containing only selected 
MAX branches - may fail to lead to the maximum pω
sible number of tricks. For example, when finessing in 

the example of Figure 1, the MIN branch C4 (correｭ
sponding to ぬe Queen losing to East's King) leads to a 
continuation where declarer only wins one trick (with the 
Ace). Thus, when collapsing a tree in order to explain 
how to take the maximum possible number of tricks, we 
restrict the collapsed tree to contain only paths through 
the original for which : 

• all the MAX branches are selected branches, 

• the payoff at the leaf node is the maximum possible. 

Similarly, when collapsing a tree in order to explain 
how to best guarantee winning a specified number of 
tricks, we include only paths that achieve or exceed this 
payoff at the leaf node. And, when collapsing a tree in 
order to explain how to produce the maximum expected 
return, we include only paths for which the payoff at the 
leaf nodes is higher than the minimum possible payoff 
for the problem. 

Having narrowed the set of paths to be considered in 
this way, we c却 now describe our collapsing algorithm. 
This algorithm builds a new tree, T', from an input game 
tree T as follows. First a path p (meeting the requireｭ
ments described above) is extracted~ from T. This path 
is added to T' by comparing branches, starting at the 
root. If the root of T' and p are MAX nodes, a ‘match' 
requires the root of T' to have a branch labelled with 
the same tactic as the root node branch of p. If such a 
branch is found , a recursive call is made to combine the 
subtree of T' rooted on this branch with the remainder 
of p. For MIN nodes, a ‘match' requires that there is a 
match for ぬe daughter of the root node of p along some 
branch of the root of ア1; if such a branch exists its laｭ
bels are combined with the label on the root br叩ch of 
p, and a recursive call made to combine the subtree of 
T' rooted on this branch and the remainder of p. When 
the recursion reaches a point at which no match c印 be
found , any remaining nodes in p are inserted into T'. 

Figure 3 gives an example of a collapsed tree produced 
by this algorithm. In fact , this is the tree produced by 
FINESSE for the example of Figure 1. The collapsed tree 
contains just two branches, which represent four paths 
through the original tree. The left-hand branch of the 
collapsed tree represents the two paths in the original 
where West plays the King, so that declarer wins with 
the Ace and cashes the Queen on the second round (MIN 
br組ches C1 and C6). The right-hand branch represents 
the two paths (C2 阻d C7) where West plays low and 
East either discards, or also plays a low card. It should 
already be clear もhat this collapsed tree is more amenable 
to explanation than the original of Figure 1. 

20ften, a tree contains MAX nodes at which there is no 
single branch that offers a better reむurn 山岨 all the othｭ
ers. Thus, there may be nodes where multiple branches are 
marked as selected. We currently treat such nodes by deterｭ
ministically picking the tactic that is most commonly selected 
at the node's siblings. A future improvement would be to al・
low such multiple possibilities to be represented disjunctively. 
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Figure 3: Screen capture of collapsed tree generated by 
FINESSE from the gむne tree for the AQ-2 problem 

4 Pruning Game Trees 

Some parts of a strategy may be so straightforward that 
no human player above the level of a beginner would 
expect an explanation. The pruning step of our apｭ
proach identifies and removes such branches from colｭ
lapsed trees. To do this, it uses the following two prinｭ
ciples. 

1. 1t is not necessary to explain how to proceed against 
all the possible moves that the opponent might 
make. 1n particular, some M1N branches may corｭ
respond to particularly bad moves. Such branches 
are pruned. 

2. It is not necessary to explain how to proceed in all 
of the game situations that can arise when following 
the strategy. 1n particular, some M1N branches may 
leave the game in situations that are particularly 
easy to play. Such branches are pruned. 

Concepts like “particularly bad moves" and “particu
larly easy to play" are clearly game-specific. For examｭ
ple, in chess a particularly bad move might be to place 
a Queen on an unguarded square, allowing it to be capｭ
tured at no cost by the opponent. Or, a situation that is 
particularly easy to play might be an endgame position 
such as that shown in Figure 4. Here, White's pawns can 
easily promote to Queens, irrespective of Black's moves. 
(1n fact , Black's best strategy also requires no explanaｭ
tion: resign). 

However, we attempted to avoid game-specific pruning 
techniques, instead relying on the two general pruning 
strategies described below. What is left after these two 
pruning steps is a tree containing the “interesting" parts 
of the original strategy. 

4.1 Identifying Bad 勘ioves

One way of identifying bad moves is by comparing them 
to other possible moves in the same situation. 1n general 
game trees, this could be done by examining the heurisｭ
tic evaluations of sibling nodes and discarding any that 
are clearly inferior. However, our game trees (at least as 
described in 32) do not have evaluations. Rather, each 

Figure 4: A chess position requiring no explanation of 
how to win 

M1N branch can only be followed under certain distriｭ
butions of the outstanding cards. We therefore find bad 
moves by looking for branches that should never be folｭ
lowed by the defenders. Such br叩ches can be identified 
by checking that for every possible distribution , there 
is a different path through the tree that offers a better 
return for the defence. 
To give an example of what we mean here, let us reｭ

turn to consider the example tree of Figure 1. We did 
not draw attention to this before, but in this tree there 
are actually not four paths that lead to two tricks , but 
five. The extra path is one where MAX finesses, and 
West discards from another suit with East playing the 
King (branch C3). 1f the fi凶 defender discards in this 
way when a finesse is attempted, the tactic is doomed to 
fail (since all the remaining cards in the suit are held by 
the other defender). FINESSE'S rule-base therefore tries 
to win the trick if possible in such circumstances. 1n this 
example, this means aborting the finesse attempt after 
seeing West's play and playing the Ace from the North 
hand on the first trick. For East to play the King unｭ
der North's Ace is clearly giving away a free trick to the 
Queen, so branch C3 should never be followed by the deｭ
fence. 1n practice, FINESSE identifies such branches via 
the payoff・reduction step of the payoff-reduction miniｭ
maxing algorithm [Frank et al., 1998]. 

4.2 Identifying Easy Situations 

One way of characterising an “easy situation" is as a 
game state where there is a reasonable and straightforｭ
ward way of achieving the desired goal (a win, say). We 
use one gωne-general and one Bridge-specific heuristic 
もo identify such situations. The game-general heuristic 
we use IS: 

. If each branch of a M1N node leads to a linear tree, 
the M1N node is pruned. 

The justification for this pruning is that a linear tree 
implies thωMAX's best moves are not affected by the 
responses made by M1N: whatever moves M1N makes , 
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MAX's best strategy is the same. In Bridge, such sitｭ
uations are among the ea.siest possibilities to play. For 
example, the top-most MIN node in the example of Figｭ
ure 3 would be pruned by this rule. 
We expect that this game-general heuristic will be useｭ

ful in other games a.s well a.s Bridge. To aid in our specific 
attempts at producing Bridge explanations, however, we 
also use a similar heuristic tailored to consider a specific 
Bridge tactic: 

• If any subtree of a MIN node contains only cash 
tactics, the subtree is pruned. 

This heuristic is justified by noting that cashing a top 
card is the simplest possible tactic. Without this prunｭ
ing step, FINESSE would generate explanations with long 
strings such as “ then cash the ten and the nine and the 
eight" at the end of many sentences. The reader of Fト
NESSE'S explanations is expected to bear in mind that 
if no explicit direction is given, the default action is to 
cash a top card. 

5 Pattern 乱1atching

Pattern matching is the final step in our approach to 
automatically explaining strategies. It is this step that 
is responsible for mapping the branches of a collapsed 
and pruned tree into English text. Most of the basic 
operations carried out in the pattern matching phase 
are game-general: 

• For a tree such as that of Figure 5, the natural ex・
plana叫tiぬon i泊s no凶t “Do tactic T1 then whatever MIN 
d由oe民s久， dωo tactic T2丸，ド.日…人，
T口1 and Tη2 ，.….口ア" We incorporate a sequentialisation 
step to compile down such linear sequences in trees. 

Figure 5: A linear sequence in a tree 

• MIN branches (as discussed in the introduction of 
the collapsing algorithm) c加 have multiple labels. 
At MIN nodes with more th叩 one branch, the 
branches are ordered so that the br加ch with fewest 
labels comes first. This allows ぬe final (longest) 
branch label to be explained as “otherwise..." . 
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• As a special case of sequentialisation, a tree may 
contain a linear sequence where T1 and T2 are the 
same tactic. This is rendered as “Do tactic T1 and 
repeat if necessary" . 

We implemented a simple recursive function for colｭ
lapsed and pruned game trees that incorporates the 
above operations. The basic action is very simple: if 
the leaf node is a MAX node, explain the tactic, and if 
the leaf node is a MIN node, explain each branch. To 
produce formatting , newlines are added after each MAX 
tactic, and the text describing the nth MIN level is inｭ
dented n units. 
Limited Bridge knowledge is required to explain the 

tactics, since they already correspond directly to Bridge 
plays that humans understand. It is also relatively simｭ
ple to describe the MIN plays in terms of the cards 
they represent. Only one further piece of Bridge-specific 
knowledge is required. If collapsing a game tree produces 
a linear tree, the tree can only contain cash tactics. We 
explain such trees as 'simply “cash top honours" . 

6 Performance and Commentary 

In this section, we p児sent and comment on a number 
of examples of system output. We take as our problem 
source the established and authoritative Official Encyｭ
clopedia of Bridge [ACBL, 1994], which ∞ntains a s時
tion detailing the solutions to 即位 650 single-suit probｭ
lems. Each of the boxes below gives a problem from the 
Encyclopedia, along with its number and the Encyclopeｭ
dia's and FINESSE'S explanations (in each case, the stratｭ
egy FINESSE explains is equivalent to the Encyclopeｭ
dia's strategy). FINESSE'S explanations are reproduced 
in typewriter font. We ∞ncentrate on just the explanaｭ
tions of the line of play producing the maximum number 
of tricks (similar results hold for lines of play guaranteeｭ
ing fewer tricks, or the maximum expected number of 
tricks). Note that an 'x' signifies 釦 arbitrary low card. 
I # Cards (N・S) Maxτ'ricks 
1 AKQJ9・x 5 
Cash top honors in the hope of dropping the t叩
cash top honours 

The Encyclopedia solutions often add to the descripｭ
tion of a strategy by describing the important card disｭ
tributions under which 仕le strategy brings a reward. 
FINESSE is also capable of generating textual explanaｭ
tions. of the conditions under which strategies suαeed 
(see [Fr叩k， 1996]). In∞rporating such information will 
be a useful impro問ment to future versions of FINESSE'S 
explanation generation mechanism. 
I # Cards (N司S) M出Tricks
2 AKQJ9x-x 6 
Cash top honors 
cash top honours 

# Cards (N-E) Maxτ己正厄
3 AKQJ9・xx 5 
Cash top honors in the hope of dropping the ten 
cash the Ace 
if East shows out finesse the nine 



M示-1函誌5

lf East sho冒s out finesse the nine 
In the previous two problems, FINESSE concen七rates

on what to do when East discards from another suit ∞ 
ぬe first round, rather th加 the larger picture of dropｭ
ping the ten. Howe四r， this is acceptable, since the deｭ
fault action to take when FINESSE'S explanations give no 
位plicit direction is to cash a top card. 
I # Cards (N-S) Max Tricks 
5 AKQJ8・xx 5 
Cash top honors. (But against defenders who would 
not falsecard from 109x or 109xx, cash the jack and 
finesse the eight if ぬe nine or ten a即ears from East) 
cash top honours 
The Eiicyclopeara'-unplicitly 白色瓦五詞面百五est deｭ

fence [Frank and Basin, 1998b] to assess Bridge strateｭ
gies. However, sometimes it also gives alternative strateｭ
gies - such as the one in parentheses above - that are 
designed to exploit 鴨池内y by East and West. Usuｭ
ally (ωin this case), if the assumption ofweak defence is 
incorrect, the chance of success of the alternative stratｭ
egy will be lower than that of the ‘best defence' strategy. 
FINESSE is currently not capable of relaxing the best deｭ
fence assumptions to produce strategies that c叩 t北e
advantage sub-optimal defence; this is 叩 open area for 
f�ure research 
I # Cards (N-S) 
6 AKQ8x-Jx 
See (5) above 
cash top honou四

Maxτ'ricks 
5 

手-----c盃面-rN~ 扇示τ'ricks
7 AKQ8x-Jxx 5 
Cash the jack first in case East is void 
cash the Jack 
if East shovs out finesse the eight 
国ld repeat if necessary 

Above, FINESSE'S explanation gives 回plicit detai! on 
what to do when East is void. This example also illusｭ
trates the 閃氾ognition of a repeated tactic. 
I # Cards (N・S) Maxτ'ricks 
8 AKQT-x 4 
Finesse the ten 
finesse the ten 

#-Car函仔L司 M瓦xTrほ5
9 AKQT9-x 5 
Play off the top honors. This is fractionally better than 
the immediate finesse 
cash top honours 
In problem #9, the Encyclopedia contrasts the chance 

of success of the best line of play againsも the chance of 
sucωss of the nearest competitor. Although currently 
not utilised, FINESSE also has all the information r守
qui閃d to produce such contrasts. In fact, FINESSE'S use 
of tactics simplifies the task of looking for sub-optimal 
stra旬gies. In this case, for instance,“the immediate fiｭ
nesse" is simply the second MAX branch at the root of 

cash the Queen 

Ma三官iと厄
5 

Maxτ'ricks 
4 

Maxτ'ricks 
4 

if both play lov or East shovs out finesse the 10 

The above three examples all show FINESSE explainｭ
ing the same strategies as 仕le Encyclopedia in slightly 
different terms. The differちnces are simply a matter of 
style; any Bridge player will understand either exp加la
tion equally well. 

I # Cards (N・S) 扇示τ百証5
14 AK9x-Qx 4 
Play off the queen, king，卸d ace, hoping that the jack 
and ten fall in thr回 rounds. (But 喝ainst defenders 
who would not falsecard from J lOx, cash the queen 
and 伽lesse the nine if East drops an honor) 

鼠示τ而厄
6 

Maxτ'ricks 

6 

Mぬ，TricKS
5 

Maiτ'ricks 
5 

Maxτ'ricks 

FINESSE'S gむne tr明 I cash top honours 
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Max TrkKs 
5 

cash top honours 

Problems #14 to #21 illustrate an important feature 
of explaining multiple similar problems in sequence: variｭ
ation. In each of these problems, the basic line is to cash 
the top cards. Rather th加 simply stating this, howｭ
ever, the Encyclopedia sometimes adds detail (problem 
#19) , sometimes gives lines of play 七hat take advantage 
of weak defence (problem #14) , and sometimes varies 
the language used (“Play off the top honors" 叩d “cash
the top honors"). If FINESSE were ever to be used to genｭ
erate a database of explanations, such variations would 
be worthwhile considering. 

cash the Queen 

In the above example, it is important to b唱in with the 
cashing of the Queen, since this allows 5 tricks to be won 
ev官n when the Jack is singleton. Both the Encyclopedia 
and FINESSE explicitly state that the Queen should be 
cashed first , but neither state why. 

門官川町 Max Tricks 
5 

M瓦xTr記正s
5 

# Cards 例=B) Max Tricks 
25 AKQT・xxx 4 
Cash the king and quωn; if both follow , play the ace. 
This is 2% better than a third-round finesse 
cash the Ace a且d King 
if East sho冒s out finesse the ten 

Problem #25 shows an example of sequentialisation. 
Note that FINESSE also concentrates on giving explanaｭ
tions of when to finesse , rather than when to cash, since 
cash branches are specifically removed by the pruning 
heuristics. 

手 証福-[N--=-S) Max Tricks 
26 AKQ9・xxx 4 
Cash the queen and king; if an honor drops from East, 
finesse the nine next. This is 6% better than cashing 
the three top honours regardless 
cash the Ace 
if East shows out finesse the nine 
回d repeat if necessary 
other冒ise. cash the King 
if East shows out or p1ays the Jack or ten 

finesse the nine 

# Cards (N・S)
27 AKTx・Qxx
See (25) above 

同示 τH記厄
4 

cash the Ace 
if both f0110w 10w cash the Queen 
if East shows out finesse the ten 
if East shows out finesse the ten 

By referring to a previous example, problem #27 inｭ
troduces another way of varying the presentation style: 
identifying examples with similar solutions. In this cωe， 
the optimal strategies are not trivially recognised as beｭ
ing equal, since in one problem the King and Queen are 
in the same h叩d，加d in the other they むe separated. 

# Cards (N・S)
28 AK9x-Qxx 
See (26) above 
cash the Queen 

Max Tr記厄
4 

if East shows out finesse the nine 
a且d repeat if necessary 
otherwise cash the Ace 
if East sho首s out or p1ays the Jack or ten 

finesse the nine 

弄 託証STN~) Mむ τ'ricks
29 AKxx-QTx 4 
Cash the ace, queen, and king. This is 4% better than 
a second-round finesse. 
cash the Ace 
if West shows out finesse the ten 

# Cards (N-S) 
30 ATxx・KQx
See (25) above 

戸両4

cash the King 
if both f0110w 10冒 cash the Queen 
if East shows out finesse the ten 
if East sho首s out finesse the ten 

M示τ両証言
4 

cash the King a且d Queen 
if both foll。冒 10官。r East shows out or East 

p1ays the Jack or ten. finesse the nine 

Although the Encyclopedia relates Problem #31 to 
#26, it is now not possible to win 4 tricks when East is 
void. This difference changes FINESSE'S explanation. 

鼠示τ己改5

Maxτ百証5
7 

cash top honours 
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M証τ百はS
6 

M証τE己函
6 

扇止τE託証

6 

37 AK9日・Q8x 5 
C舗hthe ace and queen (or queen and ace) hoping for a 
3-2 break or a singleton honor with E鎚色. (But against 
defenders who would not falsec釘d wiぬ JI0x， cash the 
ace, and finesse the eight if West drops an honor) 
cash the Ace and Queen 
if East shovs out finesse the nine 

# Cards (N-S) 両河i
39 AK9x-Q8xx 4 
Cash the ace. 立加 honor app朗rs，阻sh the nextωp 
honor from the hand on the left of the Jack or 色en.
cash the Ace 
if East plays the Jack or ten. cash the 伽een

if East shovs out finesse the nine 
。thervise. cash the King 
if West shovs out finesse the eight 
For problem #39, FIN回SE is not capable of repli白色・

ing the ∞mplexity of the Encyclopedia's explanation, 
yet produces 佃 equivalent description tha色 isωsy to 
undぽst叩d.

1# c紅白 (N-S) Maxτ'ricks 
62 AK98x-Jx 5 
Run the jack or lead small to the nine 
run the jack and fin伺se the eight 
We finish with problem #62, since iも illu抗rates one 

of the shortcomings of our current implementation. 
Whereωthe Encyclopedia gives a choiωof two lines 
of play with 佃 equal chance of success, FINESSE just 
deterministically commits to explaining one line of play. 

. 7 Conclusions and Further 羽Tork

We have described our progress in automating the Enｭ
glish explanation of comp凶er-generated Bridge strateｭ
gies. We detailed the three steps of collapsing, pruning, 
叩dpattern matching a game tree，飢dgave偲amplesof
explanations genera加d by these techniques. For future 
work, we identified the following possible direc色ions:
. Include descriptions of c釘d distributions under 
which strategies succeed. 

• Vary the presentation and terminology of explanaｭ
tions when giving multiple explanations of similar 
problems. 

. If there is a slightly inferior way to play a given 
problem, include a comp釘ison for contrast. 

• Allow for di司junction， so that multiple equivalent 
strategies can be explained. 

• Identify 叩d give pointers to problems with similar 
soluもions to the one currently under consideration. 

. Investigate how to generate strategies that c卸 take
advantage of weak defence. 

Let us end by emphasising that although our explanaｭ
tion techniques もake adv加tage of the tactic-based repｭ
resentation found in FINESSE, this is not a pre-requisite. 
The trees of tactics produced by FINESSE are simply a 
compact representation of a subset of the space of possi・
ble moves. Any g創ne tree c釦 be converted into such a 
tactic tree if the specification of a set of relevant tactics 
for the game c副 be produced. 
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